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EDUX 9922
Elevate Your Professional

Practice

Guided Reflection
Speech and Language Specialist Sample

Note: The reflection questions are different this year; therefore sample responses are
not available. Responses for each educator will vary, depending on their unique

experiences. A sample is provided for the chart in Section 2.

Use this template to write your reflections of your work in EDUX 9922. Your Guided Reflection must
include both sections. Please note that there is one required chart that needs to be completed in
Section 2.

Please note, the Guided Reflection is NOT a summary of all your work, but a synthesis of the
learning you engaged in throughout this course.

Section 1 - Guided Reflection Prompts In 2-3 pages, thoughtfully answer the prompts below:

Answer each prompt independently. If you have collaborated with a colleague on the project, please
be sure that your answers are a unique reflection of what you have accomplished.

1. How has your instructional practice been elevated as a result of your professional
learning this summer?

2. How did having a choice in your professional learning in EDUX 9922 meet your
individual needs as a learner?

3. How has your work in EDUX 9922 allowed you to start this school year in a more
balanced way professionally and personally?



4. In what ways could you share your learning, accomplishments, and/or artifacts with
your colleagues and/or school community?

5. Did you participate in any of the optional professional learning opportunities?  If so,
which one(s) and share what you gained as a result of this experience?  If not, what
topic or offerings could have been added to meet your professional learning needs?

*Note: You may have done work with many standards. Select the 2-3 most applicable
standards/areas of focus.

State/District Standards Explain how your work in this
course  aligns with each standard.

L 1.1 Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English grammar
and usage when writing or speaking.

Per our state’s Language curriculum
standards, students are expected to
demonstrate their understanding and use
of English grammar and use grammatically
correct sentences beginning in first grade.
As students grow older the specific
grammatical forms required grow in
complexity. The expressive language
lessons I created target grammatical forms
students are required to use including
plural -s ( L1.1d), irregular plurals ( L2.1b),
present progressive and regular past tense
( L1.1e) and irregular past tense ( L 2.1d).

SL 3.4 Report on a topic or text, tell a
story, or recount an experience with
appropriate facts and relevant,
descriptive details, speaking clearly at an
understandable pace.

Materials and lessons created in my
articulation google classroom will be used
to improve the clarity and intelligibility of
student speech. Beginning in 3rd grade,
students are expected to orally report on
topics speaking clearly and at an
understandable pace. Students’ ability to
meet this goal is directly impacted by their
articulation.

SL 3.1 Engage effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in

Improving my pedagogy related to social
language goals throughout this course will



groups, and teacher-led) with diverse
partners on grade 3 topics and texts,
building on others’ ideas and expressing
their own clearly.

positively impact my work with students
with social language deficits. Social
language deficits impact a student’s ability
to participate in a variety of discussions
with both peers and adults (i.e. turn-taking,
perspective taking, initiation of language,
etc.)


